Abstract: This paper presents an experimental demonstration of a novel real-time Energy Management System (EMS) for inverter-based microgrids to achieve optimal economic operation using a simple dynamic algorithm without offline optimization process requirements. The dynamic algorithm solves the economic dispatch problem offering an adequate stability performance and an optimal power reference tracking under sudden load and generation changes. Convergence, optimality and frequency regulation properties of the real-time EMS are shown, and the effectiveness and compatibility with inner and primary controllers are validated in experiments, showing better performance on optimal power tracking and frequency regulation than conventional droop control power sharing techniques.
Introduction
The successful implementation of policies to stimulate the integration of Renewable Energy Sources (RESs) and the decreasing cost of Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESSs) [1] have generated an important role of new energy system components including the concepts of "prosumer" [2] and "microgrid" [3] . A prosumer is defined as a consumer that has capacity to generate energy [4] . On the other hand, a microgrid is defined as a cluster of Inverter based Distributed Generators (IDGs) and controllable loads, which are interconnected and can operate autonomously in grid-connected or island mode [3, 5] . The microgrid concept has been proposed as a systematic approach to deal with the distribution grid challenges, and this is considered an essential component towards the new Smart Grids [6] . Integrating the concepts of microgrid and prosumer, a Prosumer Microgrid (PMG) can be defined as a cluster of prosumers and costumers with capacities of energy generation, load control, and autonomous operation. The PMGs potentially will be able to configure new types of local energy markets and energy systems [2] . In this context, the efficiency is a main objective for planning, design and operation of the PMG, and the operation cost minimization needs to be considered as an essential control task [7] .
Traditionally, the power sharing control for microgrids commonly defines the proportional power sharing as the main goal [8, 9] . The conventional control approach to deal with this requirement is known as the droop control technique. Although this approach can achieve accurate active proportional power sharing, which is a basic safety operation requirement (i.e., each IDG does not exceed maximum generation restrictions), this approach does not include any economic operation criteria. In this paper, an alternative power sharing operation strategy is proposed, which holds both maximum capacity generation requirements and optimal economic operation in real-time. In this way, we study the Economic Dispatch Problem (EDP) in a PMG. Specifically, a coordinator agent called Microgrid Central Controller (MGCC) [10] [11] [12] aims to minimize the total energy cost required to supply the total load demand in the PMG subject to restrictions on the power generation of the IDG. Traditionally, this task is performed for conventional energy generation systems by an offline process on the tertiary control level and using long time scales (order of tens of minutes and hours) [13] . However, if the economic dispatch process is not performed in real-time in the PMG scenario, it could result in sub-optimal operation points, which do not minimize the total energy cost, owing to the random changes in the load demand and the RES generation [14] . In this way, based on the assumption that instantaneous active power measurements are available in each local controller, which is a common characteristic in most of the primary control strategies of the EDP [15] , a novel real-time energy management strategy is proposed to deal with the economical operation of a PMG. A general framework for a PMG is presented in Figure 1 , where the communication architecture between primary controllers of each IDG and the MGCC is shown.
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Conventional
Residential Costumers The main contribution of this paper is an experimental proof of concept of a novel optimal real-time strategy to solve the EDP for an islanded PMG. Unlike most of the previous approaches, the EDP is solved using real-time data of the measured instantaneous output active power of the IDGs. In this way, a dynamic algorithm with low implementation complexity guarantees fast convergence, optimality and good frequency regulation performance. This real-time approach eliminates the requirements of offline optimization process of several strategies proposed previously [7, 16, 17] and leads to a proper frequency regulation performance. In addition, the results of the experimental validation of the strategy are presented, which differentiates this paper from most of related theoretical works reported in the literature [12, 14, [16] [17] [18] ].
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Related Work
Previous Energy Management System (EMS) proposals for microgrids require accurate knowledge of the total load demand and available RES generation in each optimization period, where typically complex load forecast and estimation algorithms are used [7, 16, 17] . These offline dispatch strategies are highly dependent on accurate forecast of generation and load demand [14, 16, 17] . However, in a PMG scenario with high penetration of RESs, IDGs and uncontrollable loads, the forecasting inaccuracy can lead to a non-optimal power allocation owing to the random characteristics of the energy generation and demand [14] . Luna et al. reported experimental validations of online energy management strategies in [7] , which require forecasting data and a specialized optimization software to solve the optimization problem. Although the strategies show good performance under online operation, the forecast and specialized optimization software requirements lead to high computation burden and expensive communication requirements [16] . On the other hand, Macana et al. [14] have proposed a centralized EMS to solve the EDP in real-time in a PMG, operating in grid connected mode, and assuming that the injected power of each distributed generator is sent to the MGCC. This strategy computes the power references for each IDG based on a dynamic algorithm and has shown good performance; however, the islanded scenario, which is an essential operation mode of a PMG, has not been addressed, and an experimental validation has not been included. In a similar way, most of the proposed strategies to cope with the EDP for microgrids have been only tested in simulation studies and have not reported experimental validations [12, 14, [16] [17] [18] . A complete literature review of EMS for microgrids can be found in [16] .
In this work, we address the EDP in the islanded operation mode, considering a complete control design including the inner and primary control architecture, which follows standard design methodologies previously reported in [19, 20] . The optimality and convergence analysis in Section 4 mainly follow the work [14] , which is complemented in this paper with a novel analysis of the frequency regulation property of the real-time EMS strategy. As a main advantage of the proposed approach, when using this control scheme a secondary control level for frequency regulation is not required because the EMS performs an implicit frequency regulation task. This is a consequence of the optimal power allocation and could reduce the complexity and cost of the microgrid control implementation.
Notation
The set of real numbers is denoted as R, and the non-negative real numbers as R ≥0 , N denotes the set of natural numbers, C the set of complex numbers, and S := [0, 2π). Bold style denotes column vectors (e.g., x), and scalars are notated by non-bold style (e.g., a). T abc→αβ and T αβ→abc denote the direct and inverse Clarke's Transformation respectively [21] . The set of IDGs in the PMG is denoted as N = {1, . . . , n}, where n ∈ N.
Organization of the Paper
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces an overview of the PMG system and the real-time economic dispatch problem. The proposed real-time EMS is presented in Section 3, which is followed by the presentation of the convergence, optimality and frequency regulation characteristics of the strategy in Section 4. Experimental study cases, results and discussion are given in Section 5 including a detailed description of the IDG inner and primary controllers. Finally, Section 6 provides some final conclusions and directions for future work.
The Prosumer Microgrid System and the Economic Dispatch Problem
An islanded PMG scenario is shown in Figure 1 . The PMG consists of n prosumers, which have installed two DC-AC converters. One of the converters operates as a non-dispatchable generator, based on a Photovoltaic System (PV) with a Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT). The second converter integrates a dispatchable unit that uses a BESS as the power source. It is assumed that the prosumers of the PMG are willing to cooperate and have as objective to maximize the total economic benefit. The customers without storage capacity are considered as an external load of the PMG, which could be negative (see conventional residential costumers in Figure 1 ).
The connection of most RESs to a microgrid requires intelligent power electronics interfaces consisting of DC-AC converters (also known as "inverters"). In grid connected operation, the IDG traditionally operate as current-source inverters to inject power to the grid, and in autonomous mode (also called island operation) at least one of the IDG operates as voltage source inverter, where the generators need to keep the system voltage amplitude and frequency according to quality standards [20] . In the scenario presented in Figure 1 , the IDGs have a BESS connected to an inverter, regulating frequency and voltage on the connection point. On the other hand, it is assumed that each BESS is charged by roof PV panels with MPPT controllers and connected with battery charge control devices. The dispatchable BESS must guarantee the energy quality and availability. In this way, the frequency and voltage references must be strictly regulated and the load demand and generation must be balanced under sudden load or generation changes. Additionally, to guarantee an optimal operation an EMS needs to be implemented in order to minimize the required total generation energy cost for supplying the total load demand.
The Real Time Economic Dispatch Problem
An EMS aims to optimize the MG operation solving the EDP, which can be described by:
where p d is the total load demand in the MG, p i is the generated power of the ith IDG, N = {1, . . . , n} is the set of prosumers in the PMG, and C i (p i ) is the cost function of each IDG.
Assumption 1.
The energy cost function of each IDG is assumed as a general quadratic function given by [17] :
where α i ∈ R >0 , β i ∈ R >0 and γ i ∈ R >0 .
Solution of the Relaxed EDP
Firstly, we consider the relaxed EDP, which consists in neglecting the inequality constraints of the EDP. This problem is formulated using the Lagrangian as [18] :
The first-order optimality conditions are given by [22] :
where λ * ∈ R is the Lagrangian multiplier of the equality constrain of (1). From (2) we can obtain:
Multiplying by
and summing over all n on both sides of the equation, the optimal Lagrangian multiplier (λ * ) of the EDP is found as:
and the power references that minimize the total energy cost are given by:
Solution of the EDP with Power Capacity Constrains
To solve the EDP including the power constrains, we define the sets
and,
as the set of the IDG where their power references have been set at the maximum or minimum values respectively. Therefore, the optimal power generation for each generator is given by equation [18] :
and consequently, the first-order optimality condition is given by [18] :
where:
The Real Time Energy Management Strategy
In this section a novel real-time EMS is proposed for a PMG operating on island mode. Firstly, a estimation method for the real-time load demand measurement (p d ) is introduced. Given that in steady state ∑ n i=1 p i = p d , if the steady-state injected power measurement of each IDG is collected by the MGCC, then the power demand can be estimated as:
where p m i is the instantaneous active power injected to the PMG by the ith IDG. Assuming a cooperative behavior and non-information restrictions between the prosumers, where the MGCC knows the cost function parameters of all IDGs (i.e., α i , β i , and γ i for all i ∈ N ), a real-time strategy to solve the EDP in an islanded PMG is proposed according to the Cyber Physical model architecture shown in Figure 2 . In this framework, the local measurements of injected active power from each IDG are sent to the MGCC to compute the load demand in real-time, using the centralized communication architecture shown in Figure 2 .
The MGCC runs a dynamic algorithm described by (13) to find the optimal power reference allocation, which are tracked in by the IDG primary controllers. Thus, the MGCC computes the Lagrangian value λ in real-time according to the following continuous-time dynamics:
where k is a control parameter, and p ref,i = p * i , where p * i was defined in (9) . Note that the continuous-time dynamic algorithm (13) allows the use of the Lyapunov stability analysis to determine convergence and optimality characteristics, and address the optimization problem from a dynamic systems perspective [23] . These optimality and convergence properties are presented in the following section. 
Optimality, Convergence and Frequency Regulation Properties of the Real Time EMS
The convergence and optimality properties of the algorithm (13) were proved for a grid connected case in the previous work [14] . In this work the proof is extended to the islanded operation case, following a similar sketch. For the sake of completeness the complete convergence and optimally properties and proofs are presented here.
Optimal Power References Allocation and Convergence
In order to prove that the steady state of the algorithm (13) corresponds with the optimal solution of the EDP, the following lemma is introduced. Lemma 1. For k > 0, γ i > 0 ∀i ∈ N , the dynamics described by (13) has an unique asymptotically stable equilibrium point given by:λ
Proof. From (13),λ = 0 yields:
Using (9), (15) can be rewritten as:
Assuming that the real power demand is accurately estimated by the measured power generation (i.e., p d = p m d = ∑ i∈N p m i ), we obtain the unique equilibrium point given by (14) . Defining the variable y = λ −λ, the dynamic system given in (13) can be expressed asẏ = −k ∑
y. Note that this dynamic equation is nonlinear owing to the piecewise function given by (9) . Therefore, assuming a quadratic Lyapunov function given by V(y) = y 2 2 ∑ i∈Ωp
, we obtainV(y) = −ky 2 . Given that 1 2γ i > 0 ∀i ∈ N , then for k > 0,V(y) < 0 ∀x = 0, and the equilibrium point y = 0, as well as, the unique equilibrium point ofλ is globally asymptotically stable.
The optimality and convergence properties of the proposed real-time EMS are described in the next proposition. Proposition 1. For k > 0, γ i > 0 ∀i ∈ N , the power allocation given by the steady-state of the dynamic system (13) solves the EDP.
Proof. Given that the sum of a convex function is also a convex function, and the energy cost functions of the IDG given by (2) are convex, then the first-order optimality condition described in (10) is a necessary and sufficient condition to solve the EDP [22] . From the Lemma 1, the equilibrium point of the dynamic system (13) corresponds to the first-order optimality condition shown in (10) , and it is globally asymptotically stable for k > 0 and γ i > 0 ∀i ∈ N .
Frequency Regulation Property of the Real Time EMS
In this section, we show that the proposed real-time EMS performs implicitly as frequency regulation task, normally assigned to the secondary level of control in the conventional hierarchical control for microgrids [20] . Firstly, we assume that a conventional droop control strategy is implemented as primary controller. This control level is in charge of supplying the reference signals to the inner controller. With a proper inner controller tuning, which will be described on Section 5.1.2, each IDG can be represented by a Voltage Controlled Source (VCS) with a three-phase symmetric output voltage given by:
where the variables v i ∈ R ≥0 , and α i ∈ S are defined by the primary controller asα i = u α i , and v i = u v i , according to the hierarchical microgrid control approach [20] . Note thatα i = ω i and the phase α i and output voltage regulation are assumed as instantaneous [24, 25] . Based on the assumption of a dependency between the active and reactive power with the frequency and the amplitude voltage, the reference signal generator variables u α i and u v i are defined as [24] :
where ω n and v n are the nominal angular frequency and voltage of the IDG respectively, n i and m i are the droop coefficients, p m,i and q m,i are the measured active and reactive output power from the ith generator, and p * i is the active power reference calculated by the EMS. The power measurement is typically performed by a first order low pass filter described as [26] :
where p i and q i are the instantaneous active and reactive power values calculated using the instantaneous power p-q theory as [21] : , where p max and q max are the maximum active and reactive power which can be delivered and ∆w and ∆v are the the maximum allowed frequency and magnitude voltage [26] . Proposition 2. For k > 0, m i = m ∈ R ≥0 ∀i ∈ N , the power allocation given by the real-time EMS (13) and the conventional droop primary controller (18) leads to the frequency steady-state:
where ω ss i denotes the frequency output steady-state of the ith IDG.
Proof. From (19) , in steady-stateṗ m,i = 0, and p ss i = p ss m,i and ∑ i∈N p ss m,i = ∑ i∈N p ss i , where the super-index ss denotes the steady-state values. Summing over all n on both sides of (18) , and owing to the condition m i = m ∈ R ≥0 ∀i ∈ N , we obtain:
From (13), in steady-sate we haveλ = 0 and 
which leads to ∑ i∈N ω ss i − ω n = 0, and (23).
Remark 1 (Reduction cost and complexity of the secondary control implementation).
Note that the frequency regulation property described in Proposition 2 implies that the control objective of the secondary controller in the hierarchical microgrid control approach [27] can be achieved by the tertiary level controller implementing the proposed real-time EMS, reducing the communications requirements and complexity of the secondary control implementation. Similar results have been reported recently in the literature without experimental demonstrations [28] .
In order to give a general view of the control strategy described previously, the proposed EMS has been represented by the concurrent flow diagram shown in Figure 3 . Note that the processes on the IDGs and the MGCC occurs concurrently and in real-time.
The MGCC computes the optimal power references for each IDG (p i * ). Equation (9) and (13) Each IDG sends the measured output active power (p m , i ) to the MGCC obtained from Equations (19) - (22) Each IDG adjusts its local active power references (p ref ,i ) on Equation (18) The MGCC computes the total PMG power demand (p d,m ). Equation (12) Figure 3 . Flow diagram of the proposed EMS.
Results
Inverter-Based Distributed Generator Implementation
The control block diagram of an IDG is shown in Figure 4 , where the generator has two main components: a physical power system and a control system. The physical power system consists of a three-phase DC-AC converter, an LC filter and a Pulsewidth Modulation (PWM) block. On the other hand, the control system is classified in two main control levels, namely: primary controller and inner controller. The instantaneous values of inductor currents (i f abc ), and capacitor voltages (v oabc ) are measured and transformed to αβ coordinates using the Clarke's transformation [21] . These signals are used like control inputs to a double loop voltage inner controller. 
PWM
Power Controller Implementation
The power controller is implemented based on the conventional droop controller described on Section 4.2, Equations (17)- (22) and this is shown in Figure 4 . Additionally, each IDG local controller implements a virtual impedance loop, where a dominant output impedance z v = r v + jx v ∈ C is emulated, where r v ∈ R >0 and x v ∈ R >0 are the virtual resistance and reactance parameters. The equivalent line impedance parameters can be defined as z e,i = r e,i + jx e,i , where r e,i = r v + r l,i and x e,i = x v + jx l,i . The virtual loop impedance is implemented in the stationary reference frame (αβ coordinates) as [19] :
Inner Controller Implementation
The voltage double loop inner controller uses a proportional current controller and a Proportional Resonant (PR)-voltage controller in αβ reference frame to track a αβ reference signals [19] , which are generated by the "Reference Generator" block. The voltage reference generator block produces the local reference voltage as:
where v i ∈ R >0 is the amplitude voltage reference value and α i = ω i t. In order to simplify the notation, the vectors
The voltage reference signal (v * αβ,i ) is used as voltage reference input for a Proportional-Resonant (PR) inner controller, which is based on a PR-voltage loop and a proportional current loop, which is selected owing to its zero steady state tracking error characteristics and simple implementation [19] . A general scheme the inner controller is shown in Figure 5 , which is tuned such that it achieves a fast voltage reference tracking, and v oαβ,i → v * rαβ,i owing to the fast inner control response.
-- 
Experimental Setup
In this section, we validate the effectiveness and performance of the proposed EMS via an experimental study case based on the Cyber Physical System (CPS) model shown in Figure 2 . Both the communication architecture and the electric system configuration of the tested network is presented in Figure 2 , which have the associated parameters described on Table 1 . This PMG architecture is implemented in an experimental set-up at the Aalborg Intelligent Microgrids Laboratory [29] shown in Figure 6 . The experimental setup consists of four IDGs, implemented with commercial Danfoss 2.2 kW inverters and LC output filters, which emulate an islanded PMG with mismatched line feeder parameters. The measurements are performed using LEM sensors, and the EMS algorithm is implemented on the real-time platform dSPACE1106 board, which provides computing power for the real-time system and also functions as an interface with the host PC and with the input/output boards. The control models are developed in Matlab/Simulink and compiled in C++, and run on the DS1006 processor board of dSPACE real-time control platform. The communication links were simulated on Simulink and the dSPACE real-time platform with the time step t com = 100 ms. The system specification for hardware implementation is listed in Table 1 .
To conduct the experiments it is assumed that all the time there is enough power availability to supply the load demand. It is:
To evaluate the performance of the EMS different connection and disconnection events are forced. Initially all the IDG are connected to the PMG after an earlier synchronization process. At 0s, an active load (Z load,1 ) is connected to the PMG closing the relay s L1 . Next at t = 4, 5s, the relay s L2 is closed and the reactive load Z load,2 is connected to the PMG. At t = 10, 5s the third IDG is disconnected suddenly. In a similar manner, at 16s the forth IDG is disconnected. The IDG parameters are shown in Table 2 (cost coefficients and output power limits). 117 Ω + j50 Ω Figure 6 . Experiment setup.
Experimental Results with a Conventional Power Sharing Droop Control
The power sharing performance for the conventional droop controller is shown in Figure 7 . As we can see, the active power demand is shared between the IDGs, proportionally to their power ratings and a stable performance is achieved under sudden loads and IDGs connection and disconnection. However, the power references allocation do not follow the optimal values (i.e., p * 1 , . . . , p * 4 ) computed based on the Equation (9) . Additionally, Figure 8 shows that the IDG frequency outputs deviate from the nominal value. Figure 8 . Conventional droop control strategy performance: Frequency regulation. In order to response to load and generation changes and guarantee proportional power sharing between IDGs, the frequency value deviates from the nominal value (50 Hz) proportionally to the active power demand. That means that using this conventional technique exists an implicit trade-off between frequency regulation and power sharing control.
Experimental Results with the Real-Time Energy Management Strategy
The proposed real-time EMS proposed in the dynamic algorithm (13) is implemented in Simulink/Dspace environment and download to the DS1006 processor board. The power generation of each IDG is measured in real-time and sent to the MGCC to compute the total load demand (p d ) based on Equation (12) . The experimental results using the real-time EMS are shown in Figures 9-11 . In Figure 9 , dot lines correspond to the power references computed by the EMS (i.e., p * 1 , . . . , p * 4 ). These power references are computed by the dynamic equation described on the (13) and the algebraic Equation (9) , which are implemented on Matlab/Simulink, automatic compiled in C++ and run on the real-time platform dSPACE1106. As we can see, the real-time measured generated power is following the optimal references with very low steady state error. On the other hand, the frequency regulation performance is shown in Figure 10 . An Integral Quadratic Error (IQE) index is used to evaluate the frequency regulation performance, which is given by:
A performance comparison of the conventional droop control strategy and the proposed real-time EMS is presented in Table 3 , where the IQE index for the 20s study case are included. As we can see, the frequency regulation performance of the real-time EMS is better than the conventional power sharing strategy for all the IDGs.
Finally, the voltage profile results are shown in Figure 11 . We can see that the direct components of Optimal power allocation and tracking with the real-time EMS. As it was shown by Proposition 1, running the dynamic algorithm (13) and computing in real-time power references based on the Equations (9)-(11), the injected power achieve a proper tracking of the optimal power references (p * 1 , . . . , p * 4 ). The inner controller shows an adequate tracking performance that leads to optimal economic operation in real-time. Figure 10 . Frequency regulation performance with the real-time EMS. Unlike to the conventional droop control results (see Figure 8 ), the proposed real-time EMS achieves a proper frequency regulation performance as it was shown in the Proposition 2. 
Conclusions
In this paper, an experimental demonstration of a novel real-time energy management strategy for islanded Prosumer Microgrid (PMG) has been presented. The strategy solves the economic dispatch problem on the PMG scenario using a simple real-time dynamic algorithm without the requirement of offline optimization. The convergence and optimality properties of the strategy are demonstrated, and the effectiveness and compatibility with the inner and primary controllers are validated in an experimental study case with four distributed generators, which is implemented at the Aalborg Intelligent Microgrids Laboratory. According to the results, the proposed EMS shows an adequate stability performance in the optimal power reference tracking under sudden load changes and IDG disconnections. Additionally, a performance comparison with the conventional droop control strategy has been carried out, where the experimental results show a better performance on power tracking and frequency regulation when the proposed real-time EMS is implemented.
As future work, distributed real-time energy management strategies can be addressed in order to reduce the communication infrastructure cost and reduce the vulnerability of the system to single point failures. Additionally, sharing information restrictions and non-cooperative prosumers considering smart loads and PV-systems can be included in future test scenarios. 
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